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Beamforming using spherical microphone arrays (SMAs) with processing in spherical harmonics (SH)
domain is widely being studied. This is due to the ease of array processing in SH domain with no spatial
ambiguity. Despite the widespread applications of SMA in beamforming, its size makes it inconvenient
for practical or commercial use. Building of SMA over a rigid sphere is also a challenging task.
Additionally, use of the entire sphere comes at the cost of more microphones and signals to process.
Hence, it is uneconomic to use full SMA when sources are only present in restricted regions of the envi-
ronment. Attempts have been made in literature to use hemispherical microphone array for beamform-
ing. Acoustic image principle was utilized to enable application of SH but with greater computational
complexity. In this paper, the use of a spherical sector microphone array is proposed for beamforming.
An orthonormal spherical sector harmonics (S2H) basis function is used for data model development.
An ideal direction-invariant beampattern using S2H basis function is utilized. Subsequently, to make
the beamformer robust against sensor noise with a sharp directivity pattern at the direction of arrival
and zero elsewhere, a new maximum directivity and white noise gain (MD-WNG) beamformer is
designed for a spherical sector microphone array. Performance analysis of the proposed beamformer is
presented using various experiments on directivity pattern and array gain. The proposed method is addi-
tionally compared with several existing beamforming techniques. The comparison reveals that the S2H
based beamforming provides reasonably better results compared to the existing methods.

� 2022 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Beamforming using a sensor array has been an active area of
research because of its application in the noise reduction, radar,
sonar, speech processing, room reflections analysis and bio-
medicine [1–4]. In particular, spherical microphone arrays (SMAs)
have been widely used for beamforming [5–9]. The widespread
application of SMAs is due to ease of array signal processing in
spherical harmonics (SH) domain without any spatial ambiguity
[10]. Owing to the similarity in the formulation of various prob-
lems in the spatial and SH domains, results in the spatial domain
can be directly applied in SH domain. Additionally, SMA has the
benefit of providing directional independent beampattern [11].

A rigid SMA was utilized in [11] for beamforming. The approach
was based on a spherical harmonic decomposition of the sound
field over SMA. A delay and sum beamforming was proposed in
the spherical harmonics domain in [12]. The designed beamformer
in the SH domain was more robust towards the isotropic noise
sources compared to the conventional delay and sum beamformer
but with poor white noise gain (WNG) at a certain frequency. A
WNG constrain was imposed in [13] for optimal beampattern
design. The method optimally converges to the desired beampat-
terns under specified robustness constraints. Frequency-invariant
maximum directivity (MD) beamformer was discussed in [14].
The beamformer reduces the effects of reverberation and spread
noise sources but suffers from poor WNG at low frequencies. To
improve the WNG, a flexible high directivity (HD) beamformer
was proposed in [8]. The beamforming filter coefficients were reg-
ularized in [15] to alleviate the white noise amplification and
improve the robustness of the beamformer.

Despite the widespread applications of SMA in beamforming, its
size makes it inconvenient for practical or commercial use. Build-
ing of SMA over a rigid sphere is also a challenging task. Addition-
ally, use of the entire sphere comes at the cost of more
microphones and signals to process. Hence, it is uneconomic to
use full SMA when sources are only present in restricted regions
of the environment. A hemispherical microphone array (HMA)
was utilized in [16] for sound acquisition and beamforming. The
sources were placed on one side of a rigid plane. As the data was
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Fig. 1. Illustration of S2MA system. The sector assumed with h 2 h1; h2½ � and
/ 2 /1;/2½ �.
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present only on the upper half of a sphere, the acoustic image prin-
ciple (AIP) was utilized therein to construct pressure over the
entire sphere and thus enabling the application of spherical har-
monics. The proposed configuration and the principle were appli-
cable only when a rigid plane is attached to the bottom of the
hemispherical array resulting in limited applications. This also
adds to the computational complexity as it utilizes imaginary
microphones and sources. It also requires to maintain uniformity
and symmetry across the boundary of a real and imaginary hemi-
sphere. Microphone array placed over one-eighth, quarter and
half-spaces was utilized in [17] for beamforming. A new basis func-
tion is extracted from the SHs basis by only keeping those that
have a null derivative with respect to h and / over the boundaries.
The rigid boundary also introduces an image beampattern and
degrades the array performance.

In general, spherical harmonics are utilized to represent func-
tion defined over the entire sphere. Accurate representation of data
over the hemisphere by SH requires more number of SH coeffi-
cients due to discontinuities at the boundary of the hemisphere
[18]. Hence, hemispherical harmonics (HSH) basis functions were
utilized for representing the bidirectional reflectance distribution
function (BRDF) hemispherical function in [19], brain source local-
ization in [20], and acoustic source localization in [21]. An
orthonormal spherical sector harmonics (S2H) basis function over
a general spherical sector microphone array is derived in [22] for
sound-field representation and is subsequently utilized for source
localization and beamforming in [23]. An ideal directional-
invariant beampattern with unit gain at the desired direction and
zeroes elsewhere is modeled using S2H basis function.

In this work, an optimal S2H based beamforming is presented
using microphone array over spherical sector. The novel contribu-
tions are listed herein.

� A data model for maximum directivity and white noise gain
(MD-WNG) based robust beamformer is developed in S2H
domain.

� The proposed robust MD-WNG beamformer additionally
achieves the maximum possible DF when compared with the
existing methods.

� The inherent rigid boundary assumption in state-of-the-art
method results in larger side lobe with shifted main lobe.
Spherical sector harmonics based approach has no such
assumptions and limitation.

2. Signal model

A microphone array with I identical and omnidirectional micro-
phones is uniformly distributed over the surface of a spherical sec-
tor. The sector is defined by elevation h1; h2½ �, azimuth /1;/2½ � and
radius r as shown in Fig. 1. The elevation angle h is measured
downward from positive Z axis. The azimuthal angle / is measured
counter clockwise from positive X axis. For the plausible solution to
wave equation over the sector, /1 is taken to be zero and /2 = 2p=u,
where u P 1 [22]. Ui = hi;/ið Þ denotes the angular position of the
ith microphone. A plane wave is incident on the array from a far-
field source with wave number k and direction of arrival (DOA)
as W = hl;/lð Þ. The signal received at I microphones can be written
in the spatio-frequency domain under free field assumption as [3]

P kð Þ ¼ P1 kð Þ; P2 kð Þ; . . . ; PI kð Þ½ �T ;
¼ a kð ÞS kð Þ þ V kð Þ;

ð1Þ

where S kð Þ is the target signal, V kð Þ ¼ V1 kð Þ;V2 kð Þ; . . . ;VI kð Þ½ �T is
uncorrelated sensor noise, and :½ �Tdenotes the transpose. The steer-
ing vector a kð Þ for the plane wave incident from hl;/lð Þ is expressed
as
2

a kð Þ ¼ e�jkT
l r1 ; e�jkT

l r2 ; . . . ; e�jkT
l rI

h iT
; ð2Þ

where kl ¼ � k sin hl cos/l; k sin hl sin/l; k cos hl½ �T ; j ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�1

p
, and

ri represents the position vector of the ith microphone, given by

ri ¼ r sin hi cos/i; r sin hi sin/i; r cos hi½ �T : ð3Þ
For the spherical sector microphone array (S2MA), the micro-

phones are present only over the sector. Hence, S2H basis function
can more appropriately be utilized to represent the pressure over
the sector. Consequently, the unit amplitude plane wave solution
(given by the ith term in (2)) over the sector can be rewritten in
spherical co-ordinate system as [22,23]

e�jkT
l ri ¼

XN
n¼0

Xn
m¼�n

~bn krð Þ Tm
n hl;/lð Þ� �HTm

n hi;/ið Þ; ð4Þ

where Tm
n h;/ð Þ is the spherical sector harmonics, given by

Tm
n Uð Þ ¼ Km

n
~Pm

n cos hð Þ~ejm/;80 6 n 6 N;0 6 m 6 n;

¼ �1ð ÞjmjT jmjH
n Uð Þ;8 � n 6 m < 0;

ð5Þ

where ~Pm
n xð Þ is shifted associated Legendre polynomial. ~Pm

n xð Þ is
related to the associated Legendre polynomial (Pm

n xð Þ) as
~Pm

n xð Þ ¼ Pm
n q1xþ q2ð Þ with x ¼ cos hð Þ. ~ejm/ ¼ ejmu/ is scaled expo-

nential function, and Km
n is the normalization constant given by

Km
n ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2nþ 1ð Þ n�mð Þ! q1 � uð Þ

4p nþmð Þ!

s
: ð6Þ

The value of q1 and q2 are given by the solutions of the equa-
tions [23]

cos h2ð Þ 1
cos h1ð Þ 1

� �
q1

q2

� �
¼ �1

1

� �
; ð7Þ

resulting from orthogonality of shifted associated Legendre polyno-
mials. The order N in (4) is chosen based on the inequality [24]

kr < N 6
ffiffi
I

p
� 1: ð8Þ

The far-field sectoral mode strength ~bn krð Þ for rigid and open
(free field) sector is given by

~bn krð Þ ¼

4pjn

q nþ1ð Þ
1 u

jn krð Þ � j0n krð Þ
h 2ð Þ0
n krð Þ

� �
h 2ð Þ
n krð Þ

rigid spherical sectorð Þ;
4pjn

q nþ1ð Þ
1

u
jn krð Þ open spherical sectorð Þ:

8>>>><>>>>: ð9Þ
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Here, jn krð Þ denotes the spherical Bessel function of first kind.

h 2ð Þ
n krð Þ represents spherical Hankel function of second kind, and
0ð Þ refers to the first derivative. The sectoral mode strength varia-
tion with frequency and radius r is presented in Fig. 2. An open
spherical sector with h 2 0�;90�½ � and / 2 0;360�½ � is considered.

It may be noted that as the range r increases, ~bn krð Þ assumes the
value 0 more frequently. Utilizing (4) in (2) the steering vector
can be re-written as

a kð Þ ¼ T Uð ÞB krð ÞtH Wð Þ; ð10Þ

where :½ �H stands for conjugate transpose operator, and T Uð Þ is a

I � N þ 1ð Þ2 matrix whose ith row is given by

t Uið Þ ¼ T0
0 Uið Þ; T�1

1 Uið Þ; T0
1 Uið Þ; . . . ; TN

N Uið Þ
� �

: ð11Þ

t Wð Þ is a 1� N þ 1ð Þ2 vector can be obtained by replacing Ui

with W in (11). B krð Þ is N þ 1ð Þ2 � N þ 1ð Þ2 matrix given by

B krð Þ ¼ diag fb
�
0 krð Þ; b

�
1 krð Þ; b

�
1 krð Þ; b

�
1 krð Þ; . . . ; b

�
n krð Þg: ð12Þ

The spherical sector harmonics decomposition of the received
pressure P kð Þ over the sector, is given by

Pnm kð Þ ¼ R /2
/1

R h1
h1

P k; h;/ð Þ Tm
n h;/ð Þ� �H sin hð Þdhd/

ffi
XI

i¼1

aiPi k;Uið Þ Tm
n Uið Þ� �H

;
ð13Þ

where the sampling weight of ith microphone (ai) is chosen based
on the sampling scheme [14]. Eq. (13) for n 2 0;N½ � and
m 2 �n;n½ �, can be expressed in matrix form as

Pnm kð Þ ¼ TH Uð ÞCP kð Þ; ð14Þ

where Pnm kð Þ ¼ P00; P1�1; P10; P11; . . . ; PNN½ �T and
C ¼ diag a1; a2; a3; . . . aIf g. The orthonormal relation of the

spherical sector harmonics suggests [23]

TH Uð ÞCT Uð Þ 	 I; ð15Þ

where I is an identity matrix of dimension N þ 1ð Þ2 � N þ 1ð Þ2. Sub-
stituting (10) in (1), multiplying TH Uð ÞC on both side, and utilizing
(14) and (15), transform the data in the spherical sector harmonics
domain, given by

Pnm kð Þ ¼ B krð ÞtH Wð ÞS kð Þ þ Vnm kð Þ; ð16Þ

where Vnm kð Þ ¼ TH Uð ÞCV kð Þ. Based on the comparison of the data
model in (1) and (16), the new steering matrix can be written in
S2H domain as anm kð Þ ¼ B krð ÞtH Wð Þ.

3. Maximum Directivity-WNG Beamformer for S2MA

Having formulated the data model in spherical sector harmon-
ics domain, maximum directivity-WNG beamformer for S2MA is
Fig. 2. Sectoral mode strength variation with radius r ¼ 1cm in (a), r ¼ 5cm in (b), and r ¼
azimuth / 2 0� ;360�½ �.
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presented in this section. The beamformed output in S2H domain
is given by

Znm kð Þ ¼ wH
nm kð ÞPnm kð Þ; ð17Þ

where wnm kð Þ is the spherical sector harmonics decomposition of
w kð Þ. Here, w kð Þ represents the beamforming coefficient/weight
vector, expressed as

w kð Þ ¼ W1 kð Þ;W2 kð Þ; . . . ;WI kð Þ½ �T ; ð18Þ
where Wi kð Þ is the beamforming weight at the ith microphone. The
sensitivity of the beamformer is evaluated using beampattern. The
beampattern due to a unit amplitude plane wave incident on the
array from an angle hl;/lð Þ is expressed as [14]

B w kð Þ; hl;/l½ � ¼
XI

i¼1

W

i kð Þe�jkT

l ri ; ð19Þ

Substituting (4) in (19), we have

B w kð Þ; hl;/l½ � ¼
XN
n¼0

Xn
m¼�n

~bn krð Þ Tm
n hl;/lð Þ� �HXI

i¼1

W

i kð ÞTm

n hi;/ið Þ ð20Þ
3.1. Ideal Beampattern

Beampattern provides response of an array steered at direction
hs;/sð Þ for source incident from various directions hl;/lð Þ. In partic-
ular, the beampattern with large gain at steered direction hs;/sð Þ,
and no gain at all other directions (hl;/l) is modeled using a delta
function (ideal beampattern) [8], given by

B w kð Þ; hl;/l½ � ¼ d cos hlð Þ � cos hsð Þð Þd /l � /sð Þ: ð21Þ
The completeness relation of spherical sector harmonics sug-

gests [23]X1
n¼0

Xn
m¼�n

Tm
n hs;/sð Þ Tm

m hl;/lð Þ� �H ¼ 1
jq1 jjuj d cos hlð Þ � cos hsð Þð Þ

�d /l � /sð Þ:
ð22Þ

Substituting the completeness relation in (21) under limited
order assumption (N), we have

B w kð Þ; hl;/l½ � ¼ jq1jjuj
XN
n¼0

Xn

m¼�n

Tm
n hs;/sð Þ Tm

m hl;/lð Þ� �H
: ð23Þ

It is to be noted from (20) and orthonormal relation of S2H that
the beampattern expression in (23) can be achieved by using the
weight as

WH
i kð Þ ¼

XN
n¼0

Xn
m¼�n

jq1jjuj
~bn krð Þ

Tm
n hi;/ið Þ� �HTm

n hs;/sð Þ: ð24Þ

Fig. 3 illustrates the 3D and 2D spectra of an ideal S2H based
beampattern. A narrowband source with frequency 2 kHz was
taken in the far-field region at 45�;�90�ð Þ. 20 microphones are
10cm in (c). The open spherical sector is considered with elevation h 2 0�;90�½ �, and
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considered to be distributed uniformly on the surface of open
spherical sector. The sector is defined by r ¼ 2cm; h 2 0�;90�½ �,
and / 2 0�;360�½ �. High resolution directivity pattern is observed
in the array steered direction with negligible side-lobes.

3.2. Maximizing the Directivity and WNG

The maximum directivity (MD) beamforming design expects
the beampattern as sharp as possible in the direction of arrival
and zero elsewhere. The MD condition is mathematically obtained
by equating the expression in (23) with (20), given by

XN
n¼0

Xn
m¼�n

~bn krð Þ
XI

i¼1

W

i kð ÞTm

n hi;/ið Þ ¼

jq1jjuj
XN
n¼0

Xn

m¼�n

Tm
n hs;/sð Þ

ð25Þ

For (25) to hold true, we have

XI

i¼1

W

i kð ÞTm

n hi;/ið Þ ¼ jq1jjuj
~bn krð Þ

Tm
n hs;/sð Þ ð26Þ

For order N and degree m, (26) can be rewritten in matrix form
aseTwH kð Þ ¼ g kð Þ ð27Þ

where eT is a matrix of dimension N þ 1ð Þ2 � I, given by

T0
0 h1;/1ð Þ T0

0 h2;/2ð Þ T0
0 h3;/3ð Þ . . . T0

0 hI;/Ið Þ
T�1
1 h1;/1ð Þ T�1

1 h2;/2ð Þ T�1
1 h3;/3ð Þ . . . T�1

1 hI;/Ið Þ
T0
1 h1;/1ð Þ T0

1 h2;/2ð Þ T0
1 h3;/3ð Þ . . . T0

1 hI;/Ið Þ
T1
1 h1;/1ð Þ T1

1 h2;/2ð Þ T1
1 h3;/3ð Þ . . . T1

1 hI;/Ið Þ
: : : . . . :

: : : . . . :

: : : . . . :

: : : . . . :

TN
N h1;/1ð Þ TN

N h2;/2ð Þ TN
N h3;/3ð Þ . . . TN

N hI;/Ið Þ

2666666666666666664

3777777777777777775
and g kð Þ represents a vector of length N þ 1ð Þ2 expressed as

g kð Þ ¼ fT00 hs ;/sð Þ
~b0 kð Þ ;

fT�1
1 hs ;/sð Þ
~b1 kð Þ ;

h
fT01 hs ;/sð Þ

~b1 kð Þ ; . . . ;
fTNN hs ;/sð Þ

~bN kð Þ

iT ð28Þ

with f ¼ jq1jjuj. To make the beamformer robust against sensor
noise, white noise gain (WNG) is maximized by minwH kð Þw kð Þ [14].

Utilizing the concept of sharp directivity pattern and maximum
WNG, the maximum directivity-WNG (MD-WNG) beamformer can
now be designed by solving the optimization problem given by
Fig. 3. 3D and 2D spectra of an ideal beampattern using S2

4

minw kð ÞwH kð Þw kð Þ s:t eTwH kð Þ ¼ g kð Þ ð29Þ
The weight vector obtained from the solution of (29) can be

written as

w kð Þ ¼ eTT eTHeTT
� ��1

gH kð Þ ð30Þ

Utilizing (14), the weight vector can now be formulated in
spherical sector harmonics domain as

wnm kð Þ ¼ THC eTT eTHeTT
� ��1

gH kð Þ
	 


ð31Þ

Eqs. (31) and (28) suggest that the beamforming weight wnm kð Þ
includes a division by ~bn krð Þ. It may also be noted from Fig. 2 that
~bn krð Þ assumes the value 0 more frequently with increase in range
r. Hence, the weights cannot be determined for these values of fre-
quency. To overcome this a compact array, limited frequency or a
rigid S2MA may be utilized.

By substituting the weight vector given by (31) in (19), the MD-
WNG beamformer output in S2H domain is given by

Znm kð Þ ¼ THC eTT eTHeTT
� ��1

gH kð Þ
� �	 
H

Pnm kð Þ ð32Þ

The MD-WNG beampattern in S2H domain can be written as

B wnm kð Þ; hl;/l½ � ¼ THC eTT eTHeTT
� ��1

gH kð Þ
� �	 
H

anm kð Þ ð33Þ

Fig. 4 compares the beampatterns of the S2H based ideal beam-
former with the MD-WNG beamformer. A narrowband source of
frequency 4 kHz was taken in the far-field region at 30�;0�ð Þ. The
experimental conditions remain same as detailed in the previous
section. It can be seen that the main-lobe of the MD-WNG beam-
pattern almost coincides with the ideal beampattern, but the
MD-WNG beamformer has a comparably larger side-lobe. This is
mainly due to the presence of two design objectives (sharp direc-
tivity pattern along with maximum WNG) in MD-WNG
beamformer.
4. Performance Evaluation

In this section, numerous simulation results associated with the
proposed S2H based beamforming are presented. A narrowband
source with frequency 2 kHz is taken in the far-field region at
45�;�90�ð Þ. 20 microphones are considered to be distributed uni-
formly on the surface of open spherical sector. The sector is defined
by r ¼ 2cm; h 2 0�;90�½ �, and / 2 0�;360�½ � under the free-field
assumption. Various performance metrics are presented to
evaluate the proposed method.
MA. The array of order N ¼ 3 is steered at 45�;�90�ð Þ.



Fig. 4. Ideal (red solid) and MD-WNG (blue dashed) beampatterns using S2MA of
order N ¼ 3 and r ¼ 2cm.
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4.1. Beampattern/Directivity pattern analysis

The proposed beamformer performance is presented herein
using the directivity pattern. Particularly, the effect of increasing
order N on an ideal and MD-WNG beampattern is explored. Addi-
tionally, the proposed S2H beampattern is also compared with the
existing acoustic image principle (AIP) based AIP-SH beampattern
[16].

4.1.1. Effect of array order on ideal S2H beampattern
Fig. 5 illustrates the effect of increasing order N on the ideal

beampattern. The simulation was performed by considering the
signal with frequency 2 kHz. The array steering direction (hs;/s)
is set to (45�, �90�). It can be seen that the beampattern has higher
resolution with increase in the order of an array. This is due to
increase in the number of spherical sector harmonics coefficients
with increasing N in (23). An array with high order N results in bet-
ter approximation of beampattern [14].

4.1.2. Effect of array order on S2H based MD-WNG beampattern
Fig. 6 illustrates the effect of array order N on MD-WNG beam-

pattern. Particularly, 3D, 2D and polar plots are shown in details. A
signal with 6 kHz frequency is taken with steering direction at
(30�;280�). As expected, the beampattern has higher resolution
with increase in the order of the array. This is due to the increase
in the number of S2H coefficients in (33).

4.1.3. Beampattern comparison with AIP-SH beamformer
The AIP and S2H based beampatterns are illustrated in Fig. 7. An

extra competing lobe may be seen in Fig. 7(a), resulting from inher-
ent assumption of imaginary source. The additional image source
Fig. 5. Variation of S2H based ideal beampattern with array o
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results in two correlated sources which degrades the beamformer
performance. However, spherical sector harmonics based approach
utilizes S2H basis for the beamforming. This results in providing
the narrower main lobe only. Hence, S2H basis function gives more
accurate representation of beampattern over spherical sector than
usual spherical harmonics.

4.1.4. Beampattern comparison with spherical fraction harmonics
based beamformer

The spherical fraction harmonics (SFHs) and S2H based beam-
patterns are illustrated in Fig. 8 for N ¼ 3. The array steering direc-
tion is set to (45�;45�). The SFHs based beampatterns in Fig. 8(a)
has comparably larger side-lobe heights, resulting from inherent
assumption of imaginary source. The superposition and interfer-
ence of the beampatterns due to real and imaginary source influ-
ence the resultant beampattern shape [17]. However, spherical
sector harmonics based approach provides the main lobe with
lower side-lobes because of absence of any imaginary source. It
may also be noted that the position of main lobe is shifted in SFHs
based approach. This may be due to the presence of rigid bound-
aries condition in the SFHs based approach when compared to
free-field boundaries in S2H based beampattern.

4.2. White noise gain and directivity factor

To evaluate the sensitivity of the proposed beamformer design
towards sensor and diffused noise sources, the parameters like
WNG and directivity factor (DF) are utilized in this section. The sim-
ulations are done considering the steering direction (hs;/s) = (30�,
280�). AsWNG and DF utilize array gain and SNR gains hence a brief
discussion about eachmeasure is presented first. The input signal to
noise ratio (iSNR) with reference to the first microphone is given by

iSNR kð Þ ¼ /s kð Þ
/v1

kð Þ ; ð34Þ

where /s kð Þ ¼ E jS kð Þj2
h i

is the signal variance and

/v1
kð Þ ¼ E jV1 kð Þj2

h i
is the noise variance at the first microphone.

E x½ � denotes the mathematical expectation of x and V1 kð Þ is the first
element of V kð Þ. Similarly, the output signal to noise ratio (oSNR) of
the beamformer can be written as

oSNR w kð Þ½ � ¼ /s kð ÞjwH kð Þa kð Þj2
wH kð ÞUv kð Þw kð Þ ;

¼ /s kð Þ
/v1

kð Þ �
jwH kð Þa kð Þj2

wH kð ÞCv kð Þw kð Þ ; ð35Þ

where Cv kð Þ is the pseudo-coherence matrix of V kð Þ given by

Cv kð Þ ¼ Uv kð Þ
/v1 kð Þ with Uv kð Þ ¼ E V kð ÞVH kð Þ

h i
. Using (34) and (35) the

array gain is obtained as [8]
rder N. The steering direction hs;/sð Þ is set to 45�;�90�ð Þ.



Fig. 6. S2H based MD-WNG Beampattern variation with order N. The array is steered in the direction 30� ;280�ð Þ. 3D spectra in (a), (d) and (g), 2D spectra in (b), (e) and (h),and
polar directivity plot in (c), (f) and (i).
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G w kð Þ½ � ¼ oSNR w kð Þ½ �
iSNR kð Þ ;¼ jwH kð Þa kð Þj2

wH kð ÞCv kð Þw kð Þ : ð36Þ

The beamformer is evaluated in the presence of different noisy
conditions. In general, white noise and diffuse noise sources are
considered. Based on the type of noise sources, the array gain is
termed as white noise gain (WNG) and directivity factor (DF) as
detailed in the following section. A white noise gain is used to mea-
sure the sensitivity of the beamformer to it’s imperfections such as
sensor noise, electronic noise and mismatch among the different
sensors of microphone array. As the noise is temporally and spa-
tially white in nature and assumes to have same variance at all
microphones, the pseudo-coherence matrix is replaced by the
identity matrix of dimension I � I i.e Cv kð Þ ¼ II . Substituting in
(36), WNG can be expressed as

W w kð Þ½ � ¼ jwH kð Þa kð Þj2
wH kð Þw kð Þ : ð37Þ

WNG in spherical sector harmonics domain can be written as
6

W wnm kð Þ½ � ¼ jwH
nm kð Þanm kð Þj2

wH
nm kð Þwnm kð Þ : ð38Þ

Directivity factor is formulated by assuming noise sources to be
uniformly distributed over the spherical surface. Here, the noise
fields are assumed to be spherically isotropic or 3D diffused in nat-
ure. The pseudo-coherence matrix of V kð Þ, for spherically isotropic
noise is given by [25]

Cv kð Þ½ �ij ¼ Cd kð Þ½ �ij;
¼ sinc kdij

� �
;

ð39Þ

where sinc kdij
� � ¼ sin kdijð Þ

kdij
with i; j ¼ 1;2;3; . . . ; I and dij is the dis-

tance between the ith and jth microphones. Utilizing (39) in (36),
the array gain becomes the directivity factor and can be expressed
as

D w kð Þ½ � ¼ jwH kð Þa kð Þj2
wH kð ÞCd kð Þw kð Þ : ð40Þ

Hence, the DF in spherical sector harmonics domain can be
written as



Fig. 7. 3D and 2D spectra of an ideal beampattern using AIP-SH in (a) and S2H in (b). The array of order N ¼ 3 is steered in the direction 45�;�90�ð Þ.

Fig. 8. 2D spectra of an ideal beampattern using SFHs in (a) and S2H in (b). The array of order N ¼ 3 is steered in the direction 45� ;45�ð Þ.
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D wnm kð Þ½ � ¼ jwH
nm kð Þanm kð Þj2

wH
nm kð ÞCnm kð Þwnm kð Þ : ð41Þ

The WNG and DF are utilized in the ensuring section for evalu-
ating the proposed beamformer.
4.2.1. Effect of deep nulls on WNG and DF
Fig. 9 plots the WNG and DF of the proposed S2H MD-WNG

beamformer. The WNG and DF are shown as a function of fre-
quency with varying radius r. The array order is fixed at N ¼ 3. It
can be noted that at r ¼ 1cm, the WNG and DF has no deep nulls.
With the increase of r, the deep nulls get introduced and increase
7

as a function of r. Hence, for an open spherical sector microphone
array, restriction on r is necessary to avoid the deep null problems
[15].
4.2.2. Comparison of the proposed S2H beamformer with the AIP-SH
based beamformer

Fig. 10 illustrates the comparison of the proposed S2H MD-WNG
beamformer with the AIP-SH based beamformer. The S2H based
beamformer outperforms the AIP-SH based beamformer in terms
of WNG and DF. The low resolution of AIP-SH based method is
mainly due to the presence of correlated imaginary source.



Fig. 9. (a) WNG and (b) DF of the MD-WNG beamformer for S2MA as a function of the frequency with I ¼ 20 and N ¼ 3, for three different radius r.

Fig. 10. (a) WNG and (b) DF comparison of the MD-WNG beamformer for S2MA and AIP-SH based beamformer for HMA as a function of the frequency with I ¼ 20 and
r ¼ 2cm.
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4.2.3. Comparison of the proposed S2H-MD-WNG beamformer with
three different beamformers for S2MA

In this subsection, an additional comparison is made between
MD-WNG beamformer with the three different beamformers for
S2MA. In particular, the WNG and DF of the proposed beamformer
is compared with minimum variance distortionless response
(MVDR) beamformer, delay-and-sum (DS) beamformer and maxi-
mum directivity (MD) beamformer, all computed in S2H domain.
The plots are shown in Fig. 11. For a given N ¼ 3, the DS beam-
former obtains high WNG but poor directivity factor. This makes
the DS beamformer a poor speech enhancement method. On the
other hand, the WNG of the proposed MD-WNG beamformer is
higher than the MVDR and MD beamformers but less than DS
Fig. 11. (a) WNG and (b) DF comparison of the different beamformers

8

beamformer. The DF of the MD-WNG beamformer is higher than
the MVDR, DS, and MD beamformers. Hence, the proposed beam-
former is relatively more robust in presence of white noise as well
as spherically isotropic noise.
4.3. Computational Complexity Analysis

The computational complexity of the proposed method for
beamforming is presented in this subsection. A system with Intel�

i7-6700 processor, RAM 16 GB, instruction set 64-bit and clock
speed 3.4 GHz is utilized for the evaluation.

The computation time for S2H based ideal beampattern is com-
pared with AIP based counterpart in Table 1. The array is steered at
for S2MA as a function of the frequency with N ¼ 3 and r ¼ 2cm.



Table 1
Computation time comparison for beampattern synthesis, using S2H and AIP based
approach.

Functions Computational time (sec)

S2H based Ideal Beampattern 16:290120
AIP-SH based Beampattern 48:058153

Table 2
Computational time for MD-WNG beampattern in
spatial and S2H domains.

Functions Computational time (sec)

Spatial domain 28:7340
S2H domain 22:6013
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45�;90�ð Þ for array order N ¼ 3. It is to note that S2H based ideal
beampattern is computationally more efficient than the AIP based
method. Hence, the beampattern synthesis is performed efficiently
using spherical sector harmonics.

The computation time for the MD-WNG beampattern in the
spatial and S2H domains is presented in Table 2. The array is
steered at 30�;280�ð Þ for array order N ¼ 3. It may be noted that
S2H based beampattern exhibits greater computational efficiency
when compared to the spatial counterpart. Hence, the beampat-
tern synthesis is more efficient using S2H.
5. Conclusion

This paper describes an optimal design of beamformers for
spherical sector microphone arrays. An ideal directivity pattern
with maximum response in the desired direction and zero else-
where is detailed. To make the beamformer robust against sensor
noise along with a maximum directivity pattern in the desired
direction, MD-WNG beamformer is designed in S2H domain. The
designed beamformer weights are estimated by solving the con-
strained optimization problem. The performance evaluation of
the proposed S2H MD-WNG beamformers is presented. A spherical
sector array prototype is currently being developed.
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